The Evergreen Strategy
The Evergreen Strategy is designed specifically for Long-Only Traders
and offers a disciplined strategy to help maximize your trading.
1. Perform a Multiple Time Frame Analysis and find an investment
that is bullish on the Monthly, Weekly, and just turned bullish on the
Daily charts.
2. Buy and go long if you think it is an investment you find suitable.
3. When your long position issues a Daily Red signals, immediately
perform a new Multiple Time Frame Analysis and determine whether you want to
sell on the daily signal, or wait until the weekly or monthly light changes.
4. If you choose to follow the Red Light, exit the position and wait until your sell is
completed.
5. Go to Step 1 and repeat the cycle.
Strategy Advantages:
1. You are always bullish, and historically bull markets go up five times for every one
time they go down.
2. You analyze multiple time frame charts to assure you are comfortable with that
investments trend momentum on multiple time frames.
3. You can move between investment types and styles or remain in one type.
3.1. Move within a type: Country ETF to Country ETF to Country ETF, etc.
3.2. Move among various investment types: Index ETF, Sector ETF, Commodity
ETF, Forex Pair, or Cryptocurrency; there are no limitations.
There is not a single trading strategy in existence that guarantees every trade will be a
winner. However, within a very short period, you will become an efficient and successful
evergreen trader. You can even own multiple Evergreen trades simultaneously. The
Evergreen Strategy certainly helps find and keep momentum in your favor because
there are always Wealth Maximizer Investment Charts that have Multiple Time Frame
supporting bullish trend momentum.
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Evergreen Example
Moving from one country to another makes more sense than buying and holding a
country while it declines. Move from a tired ending bull run to a fresh new bull run.

Trade 1: On July 9 you found and were comfortable with a Green Light in the Daily
Japan chart and entered a bullish Japan ETF position.
On July 23 the Red
Light would have
allowed you to exit
your Japan ETF with a
gain of roughly 4.1% in
just two weeks.
You then located a
new daily green light
using multiple time
frame analysis in your
Wealth Maximizer Member area on August 5th.

Trade 2: You found a green light in the New Zealand Daily Chart and entered a bullish
position in a New Zealand ETF picking up another 3.7% in 3 weeks.
So, in a month when
the stock markets
were volatile, the
European political
system was in flux, the
US was getting closer
to mid-term elections,
and Europe was in
market turmoil, an
opportunity for profit
existed.
What Country will have the Multiple Time Frame Analysis to become Trade 3?
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